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a b s t r a c t

In recent years, there has been increasing theoretical and empirical examination of how sexual conflict
can arise between males and females. However, much this work has implicitly assumed that interactions
take place in panmictic populations with complete dispersal, where interactions are between unrelated
individuals. Here, we examine the consequences of limited dispersal and population structure for the
evolution of a male phenotype that is associated with the males pre- and post-copulatory reproductive
success, using an inclusive-fitness based analysis applied to group-structured populations.We show that:
(i) the sex-specific timing of the dispersal phase of the life cycle can drive the evolution of sexual conflict;
(ii) the inclusive fitness of a female in this conflict is determined solely by direct (i.e. personal) effects
on its own competitive ability. Our analysis is supported by results from individual-based simulations of
multi-level selection. Our results support the suggestion that kin selection can influence the evolution of
sexual conflict, but reveal that such a role might bemore complex than previously appreciated when sex-
specific life histories are taken into consideration. We discuss the implications of our results for sexual
conflict in various species of insects, but focus primarily on dipteran flies of the family Sepsidae.

© 2011 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Reproductive decisions that benefit an individual often reduce
the fitness of its partner(s) (Trivers, 1972; Arnqvist and Rowe,
2005; Parker, 2006). For example, male dung flies (Scatophagus
stercoraria) appear willing to pay the cost associated with fighting
one another in order to realize the benefit of ready access to a
female, but these fights can result in damage to (or even death
of) females (Parker, 1979). In these cases, it seems unlikely that
any benefit fighting might confer upon the female would be
sufficient to balance the severe fitness costs she incurs. One is
inclined, therefore, to conclude that the male fighting in this
species is subject to sexual conflict. In polyandrous species, males
continue to compete with each other after copulation through
the competition of their ejaculates for the fertilization of a set
of eggs, and this extends the potential for sexual conflict to a
post-copulatory level. Parker and Pizzari (2010) have argued that
the possibility of interactions between these levels demands the
development of models that link them. In particular, trade-offs
between mating success (e.g. the success that follows male–male
competition over access to mating opportunities) and traits that
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confer an advantage in sperm competition could provide a strong
connection between pre- and post-copulatory occurrences of
sexual conflict (Parker and Pizzari, 2010).

More subtle instances of conflict can arise, not because males
and females balance personal (i.e. direct) fitness costs and benefits
differently, but rather becausemales and females balance inclusive
fitness costs and benefits differently. The sex-specific patterns of
dispersal that are observed inmany species of animal (Greenwood,
1980), for example, can help kin selection drive sexual conflict
between mates over levels of parental investment (reviewed
in West, 2009). More recently, Rankin (2011) has shown that kin
selection is also able to shape the evolution of sexual conflict
over those harmful male behaviours – like fighting among male
dung flies – associated with competition for mates. Specifically,
Rankin (2011) has shown that when males and females are
related, that this can reduce selection for harming behaviours by
males, because it incurs an indirect fitness cost. Along similar
lines, Eldakar et al. (2009, 2010) have reported that movement
in group-structured populations of the water strider, Aquarius
remigis, affects the costs and benefits of harmful male behaviour
in such a way that less harmful males persist.

Overall, the work cited above has drawn attention to the
important part that the related effects of group structure and
genetic kinship might play in resolving the sexual conflict that
accompanies sexually selected behaviours. Nevertheless, the work
neglects the possibility of pre- and post-copulatory male–male
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competition—the kind of male–male competition Parker and
Pizzari (2010) argue, we should not ignore.

Our central goals here are (1) to investigate a model for the
evolution of sexual conflict in a population in which relatives
can interact (i.e. a viscous population), and (2) to investigate a
scenario where there is both pre- and post-copulatory male–male
competition. In doing so, we extend previous work by allowing
the timing of dispersal to differ between males and females, by
considering both diploid and haplodiploid genetic systems, and by
allowing for varying levels of female promiscuity.

To meet our goals, we apply the inclusive-fitness approach
introduced by Hamilton (1964), and extended by Taylor (1989,
1988a,b, 1996). This approach has beenpreviously used to examine
the consequences of sex-specific timing of dispersal for a different
social trait: the sex ratio (Wild and Taylor, 2005; Wild and West,
2009).

Overall, we show how the sex-specific timing of dispersal can
drive sexual conflict when male–male competition occurs both
before and after copulation. By considering both positive (helpful)
and negative (harmful) effects, we also show that the outcome
of sexual conflict can be determined by the effect that male
phenotype exerts on female competitive ability. Our conclusions
are supported by results from computer simulation of multi-level
selection, indicating that the inclusive-fitness approachwe employ
continues tomake useful predictionswhen key assumptions (most
importantly weak selection) are violated. Our conclusions also
appear to be reflected in the biology of sepsid dung flies (Diptera:
Sepsidae), suggesting a role for kin selection (or group structure)
in the mediation of sexual conflict found in that family.

2. The basic inclusive-fitness model

2.1. Social-evolutionary roles

We are interested in the evolution of some continuous male
phenotype that influences (a) its own ability to compete for mates,
(b) the competitive ability of its female mates, and (c) the ability of
its sperm to compete for fertilization.

As mentioned above, we use the inclusive-fitness approach
to study the evolution of the male phenotype, and so we
place a male in the social-evolutionary role of ‘actor’. To study
the possibility for social-evolutionary conflict over the level at
which male phenotype is expressed, we also fix attention on an
individual whose genotype determines male phenotype. In social-
evolutionary terms this focal individual is said to have ‘control
of the actor’s behaviour’. In this paper, we give a male control
of its phenotype in order to establish the ‘male perspective’ in a
potential conflict situation, and we give a female control of male
phenotype to establish the ‘female perspective’. In both cases, our
inclusive-fitness model will consider how a small change in a
male actor’s phenotype, in turn, changes the reproductive value of
the ‘recipients’ that are genetically related to the individual with
control (Fig. 1).

Models of evolution routinely invoke assumptions about an in-
dividual’s genotype affecting the way in which its own phenotype
is expressed, and so themale-control scenario will likely not strike
the reader as odd. Less familiar is the assumption that one individ-
ual’s genotype affects the phenotypic expression of another (but
see for e.g. Taylor, 1988a; Wild and West, 2009). The reader may,
therefore, feel relatively uncomfortable with the female-control
scenario. To establish a biological context for the female-control
scenario we could posit the existence of an intermediary female
phenotype that (i) is controlled by the female’s own genes, and that
(ii) elicits a plastic phenotypic response in potential male mates
just prior to male–male competition for inseminations. For ex-
ample, female genotype could control female colouration or re-
ceptivity which could, in turn, mean that potential male mates

individual with control is genetically related to recipient, 
changes in recipient's reproductive value alters the inclusive fitness  

of the individual with control

genotype of 
 individual with control 

 determines actor's phenotype

actor's phenotype  
affects recipient's fitness, 

ultimately recipient's reproductive value

INDIVIDUAL  
WITH 

CONTROL
ACTOR RECIPIENT

Fig. 1. Social evolutionary roles in the inclusive-fitness model and their relation to
one another. Our approach is to calculate the change in the inclusive fitness of the
‘individual with control’ that occurs as the result of deviant phenotypic expression
on the part of the ‘actor’. Deviant phenotypic expression is due to the deviant
genotype of the ‘individual with control’. Inclusive-fitness changes are mediated
by changes in the reproductive value of ‘recipients’ that are genetically related to
the ‘individual with control’.

compete more/less aggressively for copulations. Greater invest-
ment in competition for mates may imply diminished male con-
dition (e.g. caused by fighting, see Parker, 1979), or that there is
less energy available for spermproduction. Consequently,more in-
tense mate-competition could compromise eventual male sperm-
competition ability following any mating a male manages to
secure.

We postpone the discussion of conflict to a later section. For
now, we focus on building our basic inclusive-fitness model—one
that adopts the perspective of an arbitrary individual with control.

2.2. The inclusive fitness effect of changing male phenotype

Consider a sexual population with discrete, non-overlapping
generations. We assume, first, that this population is at demo-
graphic equilibrium, and we let um and uf denote the density of
males and females, respectively, at the beginning of each genera-
tion (Table 1 explains all notation used in the main text). Next, we
assume that the level of phenotypic expression for eachmale in the
population is determined prior to male–male competition. Finally,
we assume that male phenotype is always expressed at some ‘nor-
mal’ or wild-type level, with the sole exception of the deviant or
‘mutant’ expression exhibited by one particular male (the ‘actor’
mentioned above). Again, though the male actor may have control
over the expression of its phenotype, this may not always be the
case.

As previously indicated, the consequences of phenotypic
change are to be observed at three distinct points in the life cy-
cle, and so we expect phenotypic change to have multiplicative
effects on a recipient’s reproductive value. When the phenotypic
change shown by the deviant actor is small, however, the overall
multiplicative effects can be approximated by simply adding the
effects (a)–(c) when these happen in isolation (this is the principle
behind the Product Rule for differentiation that one encounters in
an introductory course in calculus). That said, it is still important to
note that, even though the phenotypic change has effects at multi-
ple points in time, the fitness consequences of phenotypic change
must be evaluated beginningwith that point in timewhen the phe-
notype is determined (i.e. prior to competition for mates).

2.2.1. Effect (a), male’s ability to compete for mates
To begin, we consider what happens to the inclusive fitness of

the individual with control (i.e. the individual whose perspective
we adopt) when the deviant phenotype of the actor affects only its
own ability to secure mates. We suppose that each female mates
with exactly M males, so that Muf /um expresses the normal level
of male mating success. Let sa(δ) measure the mating success of
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Table 1
Summary and explanation of notation found in the main text.

Symbol Explanation

ci Total reproductive value of sex-i.
δ Difference between mutant phenotype and normal

(i.e. wild-type) phenotype (reflects the strength of selection).
1wX Change in the inclusive fitness of the individual with control of

actor’s phenotype due to X = a, bf , bm, c of the life cycle.
1w Overall change in the inclusive fitness of the individual with

control.
1wi

= 1w, but emphasizes the fact that sex i has control.
ϵ Weight given to ζm in determination of z.
h Variable that indicates haplodiploidy; = 0 if diploid, = 1 if

haplodiploid.
kX (z) Instantaneous rate at which sX (δ) changes in a neutral

population; = s′X (0).
Ki Probability that a sex-i individual competing on a given patch is

native to that patch.
M Number of mates selected by each female.
N Size of groups of females that breed alongside one another (i.e.

patch size).
ra Relatedness between the individual with control of actor’s

phenotype and the actor itself
r̄a Relatedness between the individual with control and the average

individual that competes for mates alongside the actor.
rbf Relatedness between the individual with control and the actor’s

average mate.
r̄bf Relatedness between the individual with control and the average

female competitor of the actor’s average mate.
rbm Relatedness between the individual with control and the average

male mated to the actor’s mate.
r̄bm Relatedness between the individual with control and the average

male mated to the average female that competes against the
actor’s mate.

Ri→j̄ Relatedness between a focal sex-i individual and the average
sex-j individual born on the same patch.

sX (δ) Competitive success of a mutant or an individual affected by a
mutant’s phenotype measured relative to that of a normal
individual and for stage X = a, b, c of the model life cycle.

ui Density of sex-i individuals at demographic equilibrium.
z Normal (i.e wild-type) level of male phenotypic expression, that

eventually describes male sperm-competition ability. Sometimes
referred to as ‘realized phenotype’ (see Section 5).

z∗ Evolutionary equilibrium value of z.
z∗,i

= z∗ , but emphasizes that sex i has control.
ζ i Sex-specific phenotype assumed to underlie determination of z

when modelling the outcome of conflict.

a mutant male relative to that of a normal male, where δ denotes
the extent of the mutant’s phenotypic deviation. In other words,
sa(δ) = (mutant success)/(normal success), and so if δ is small the
change in mating success of a mutant actor is approximately

(mutant success) − (normal success)
= sa(δ)(Muf /um) − (Muf /um)
≈ (1 + δs′a(0))(Muf /um) − (Muf /um)
= δka(z)(Muf /um),

 (1)

where z > 0 denotes the normal level of phenotypic expression
and ka(z) = s′a(0) (writing ka as a function of z reminds us that, in
general, s′a(0)will depend on the normal phenotype). We continue
our calculation by assuming that each of the actor’s mates enjoys
normal competitive success (1/uf ), and that the actor itself enjoys
normal fertilization success (1/M). Therefore, the actor changes
the total number of offspring it produces by δka(z)Muf /um×1/uf ×

1/M = δka(z)/um. If cm = 1 is the reproductive value of the
male contribution to offspring (Fisher, 1930; Price, 1970), then the
change in actor’s reproductive value is given by

cmδka(z)
um

=
δka(z)
um

. (2)

The individual that controls the actor’s level of phenotypic
expression has a genetic interest in only a fraction, ra, of the
change in Eq. (2). Here, ra is the coefficient of relatedness between

the individual with control and the actor. The immediate change
in the inclusive fitness of the individual with control of the
actor’s phenotype, then, is expressed as raδka(z)/um. Because
reproductive value is conserved, the change given in Eq. (2)must be
exactly compensated (Grafen and Archetti, 2008, see Discussion)—
and when it is paid to (or paid by) a relative of the focal individual,
this compensation must also appear in the inclusive fitness
calculation. If r̄a denotes the coefficient of relatedness between
the individual with control and the actor’s average competitor for
mates, we can express the focal individual’s ‘genetic share’ of the
compensation as r̄aδka(z)/um, and we express the net change to
the inclusive fitness of the individual with control as δ1wa, where

1wa = (ra − r̄a)
ka(z)
um

. (3)

2.3. Effect (b), female mates’ competitive ability

Next, we consider what happens to the inclusive fitness of
the individual with control when the deviant phenotype of the
actor affects only its mate’s ability to compete for the resources
necessary for reproduction. As before, we interpret 1/uf as the
normal competitive success of a female. Given that δ/M represents
the phenotypic deviation experienced by each of the actor’s mates,
we use sb(δ/M) to denote the competitive success of female
mated to a mutant (e.g. each of the actor’s mates), relative to
that of a normal female. In other words, sb(δ/M) = (mutant
success)/(normal success). We then approximate the change in the
success enjoyed by each of the actor’s mates as (mutant success)−
(normal success) ≈ (δ/M)s′b(0)(1/uf ) = δkb(z)/Muf , where
kb(z) = s′b(0).

The change in female success affects a normal number of female
mates (Muf /um, the number of mates secured by each normal
actor) and their female competitors, altering the reproductive
value of each by cf = (1 + h)cm = (1 + h), where h = 1
for haplodiploids and h = 0 for diploids (Fisher, 1930; Price,
1970). Let rbf and r̄bf denote the coefficient of relatedness between
the individual with control of the actor’s phenotype and the
actor’s average mate and that average mate’s (female) competitor,
respectively. From the perspective of the individual with control,
then, the inclusive fitness change is δ1wbf , where

1wbf = (rbf − r̄bf )cf
kb(z)
Muf

Muf

um

= (rbf − r̄bf )
kb(z)(1 + h)

um
. (4)

The change in female success also affects a normal number of
sperm competitors (all M males mated with each of the actor’s
Muf /um mates, for a total of M2uf /um males affected), as well as a
normal number of males (M2uf /um) mated to female competitors.
Each of these males enjoys normal fertilization success (1/M) and,
if successful in this regard, each changes its reproductive value by
an amount cm = 1. Let rbm denote the coefficient of relatedness
between the individual with control of the actor’s phenotype and
the average sperm competitor mated to the actor’s mate (this may
include relatedness to self, see Table 2), and let r̄bm denote the
coefficient of relatedness between the focal individual and the
average male mated to the average female that competes against
the actor’s mate. Again, from the perspective of the individual with
control, the inclusive fitness change is δ1wbm, where

1wbm = (rbm − r̄bm)cm
kb(z)
Muf

M2uf

um

1
M

= (rbm − r̄bm)
kb(z)
um

. (5)
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Table 2
Coefficients of relatedness introduced during inclusive-fitnessmodel development,
expressed in termsof the relatedness betweenoffspring born on the samepatch.We
consider a life history in which all dispersal occurs prior to mating (DDM). We also
consider a life history in which male dispersal occurs prior to mating and female
dispersal occurs after mating (DMD). Detailed explanations of coefficients can be
found in Appendix A. In all cases, an individual that disperses successfully competes
in a randomly selected social group.

Life history Coefficient Male control, 1wm Female control, 1wf

DDM ra 1 KmKf Rf→m̄
r̄a K 2

mRm→m̄ KmKf Rf→m̄
rbf KmKf Rm→f̄ K 2

f Rf→f̄
r̄bf KmKf Rm→f̄ K 2

f Rf→f̄
rbm ra/M + r̄a(M − 1)/M KmKf Rf→m̄
r̄bm K 2

mRm→m̄ KmKf Rf→m̄

DMD ra 1 KmRf→m̄
r̄a K 2

mRm→m̄ KmRf→m̄
rbf KmRm→f̄ Rf→f̄
r̄bf KmK 2

f Rm→f̄ K 2
f Rf→f̄

rbm ra/M + r̄a(M − 1)/M KmRf→m̄
r̄bm (KmKf )

2Rm→m̄ KmK 2
f Rf→m̄

2.4. Effect (c), male’s sperm competition ability

Finally, we consider what happens to the inclusive fitness
of the individual with control when the deviant phenotype of
the actor affects only the actor’s sperm competition ability. We
interpret 1/M as normal fertilization success and we use sc(δ)
to denote the mutant fertilization success, measured relative to
1/M . As before, sc(δ)= (mutant success)/(normal success), and the
change in fertilization success in this case is, (mutant success) −

(normal success) ≈ δs′c(0)(1/M) = δkc(z)/M , where kc(z) =

s′c(0).
The change in fertilization success arises in a normal number

of matings (Muf /um). Since our calculations assume females
involved in these matings enjoy normal competitive success
(1/uf ) we express the change in reproductive value as, (Muf /um)
(1/uf )cmδkc(z)/M = δkc(z)/um. Recall that ra is the coefficient
of relatedness between the actor and the individual with control,
and rbm is the coefficient of relatedness between the individual
with control and the average sperm competitor mated to the
actor’s mate. Using these coefficients of relatedness, we express
the change in the inclusive fitness of the individual with control
as δ1wc , where

1wc = (ra − rbm)
kc(z)
um

. (6)

2.5. The inclusive fitness effect of a deviant actor’s phenotype

To calculate the overall change in the inclusive fitness of
the individual with control of the actor’s phenotype we simply
multiply each of the per-actor effects (a)–(c) by the number of
actors (this number is proportional to um) and sum to get δ1w,
where

1w = 1waum + 1wbf um + 1wbmum + 1wcum
= (ra − r̄a)ka(z) + [(rbf − r̄bf )(1 + h)

+ (rbm − r̄bm)]kb(z) + (ra − rbm)kc(z)


. (7)

Note that we are justified in adding various inclusive-fitness
effects in Eq. (7), because each has been recorded as a change in
reproductive value—the ‘common currency’ of social evolutionary
analysis (Frank, 1998).

It will often be necessary to be clear about which class of
individual (male or female) is being assigned control of the male
phenotype. When necessary, then, we will furnish 1w with a
superscript i = m (for male control), or i = f (for female

control). Thus, 1wm will contain coefficients of relatedness that
express the degree of kinship between individuals affected by the
actor’s behaviour and the actor itself, whereas 1wf will contain
coefficients of relatedness that express the degree of kinship
between individuals affected by the actor’s behaviour and the
female with control.

2.6. The standard approach to analysis

The standard kin-selection analysis focuses on the sign of 1w,
because it, in turn, reflects the sign of the selection gradient (Taylor,
1996). When 1w is positive, selection favours an increase in z,
and when 1w is negative, selection favours a decrease in z. When
1w vanishes the population is at equilibrium with respect to
the evolution of z. Therefore, if z = z∗ is the average level of
phenotypic expression in a population at evolutionary equilibrium,
then z∗ satisfies the ‘equilibrium condition’,

1w|z=z∗ = 0. (8)

We can classify populations at evolutionary equilibriumaccord-
ing to the convergence stability of z∗ (Christiansen, 1991). If z∗ is
convergence stable, then selection will tend to reduce the size of
any small perturbation of the equilibrium population—a situation
that is implied by the ‘convergence stability condition’,

d1w

dz


z=z∗

< 0. (9)

(Taylor, 1989, 1996). Unfortunately, there is no analogue of condi-
tion (9) that implies Maynard Smith’s (1982) well-known ‘evolu-
tionary stability’ concept (=non-invasibility of z∗) holds; and so,
we cannot use 1w to identify evolutionarily stable strategies or
ESSs (Taylor, 1989). That said, the equilibrium condition (8) is still
a necessary part of evolutionary stability (Taylor, 1989, 1996), and
so any convergence-stable value of z∗ we identify could be reason-
ably called a ‘candidate ESS’.

The actual value taken by z∗ may depend on which class of
individual (male or female) is assumed to have control. Therefore
we write z∗,i to indicate when z∗ is calculated from the sex-i
perspective (i.e. calculated under the assumption of sex-i control).

It is important to note that selection does not always lead a
population towards an equilibrium phenotype. Phenotypes on or
near the boundary of a set can also be favoured in the long-term by
selection. Phenotypes on or near the boundary of a set are favoured
by selection when the direction of the selection gradient near said
boundary points towards it. In a one-dimensional space, thismeans
that 1w < 0 near the lower endpoint of a set, and 1w > 0 near
the upper endpoint of a set.

2.7. A ‘reference phenotype’

To make further analysis more straightforward we must
decide what the phenotype z actually represents. Without loss
of generality we can simply choose male phenotype to be any
one of (a) mate-competition ability, (b) the effect a male has on
competitive ability of itsmates, or (c) sperm-competition ability as
a ‘reference phenotype’. In this case, we will assume that the male
phenotype in question is actually sperm-competition ability. Thus,
z represents normal (i.e. wild-type) sperm-competition ability,
sc(δ) = ((z + δ)/Mz)/(1/M), and kc(z) = sc(0) = 1/z.

3. Population structure and life-history assumptions

Tomake progressweneed to introduce assumptions about pop-
ulation structure and life-history. We assume that the population
is arranged into social groups (i.e. patches) that consist of exactlyN
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inseminated females.Wewill also assume that a given social group
is repopulated by a new set ofN inseminated females each genera-
tion. These females may have been born locally or non-locally, and
may have been inseminated by males born locally or non-locally.
The kind of group structure described here is reflected natural pop-
ulationswhere sexual conflict is known to occur [e.g. groups ofwa-
ter striders inhabit pools separated by riffles in streams (Krupa and
Sih, 1993; Eldakar et al., 2009, 2010), bed bugs (Heteroptera: Cim-
idae), as their name suggests, aggregate in ‘refugia’ (Reinhardt and
Siva-Jothy, 2007), and mating/oviposition in dung flies usually oc-
curs in groups centred around animal droppings or carrion (Parker,
1972a,b; Eberhard, 1999; Parker and Pizzari, 2010)].

Continuing with our additional assumptions, we could suppose
that males disperse between social groups prior to mating, while
inseminated females disperse after mating. Alternatively, we
might suppose that both males and females disperse prior to
mating, so that mating occurs on the same site where offspring
are produced. Taylor (1994) and Wild and Taylor (2004) have
called the former situation the ‘DMD life history’ (males Disperse,
thenMating occurs, then inseminated females Disperse, hence the
acronym DMD), and have called the latter situation the ‘DDM life
history’ (males Disperse and females Disperse, both beforeMating
occurs, hence the acronymDDM). BothDMDandDDM life histories
are investigated below. Note that the situation where females
disperse before mating and males disperse after mating is not of
interest, here, since it can actually be thought of as a special case of
DDM. Note also that although the model life histories are idealized
(they are, after all, model life histories), they still provide a contrast
between two biologically relevant extremes. As we will show, in
theDMDscenario the various effects ofmale–male competition are
separated by a major life-history event, namely female dispersal.
No such separation occurs in the DDM scenario.

Appendix A reviews all assumptions about the DDM and
DMD life histories, and presents an alternative approach to the
inclusive-fitnessmodel based on the approach developed by Taylor
and Frank (1996). Appended results show that the alternative
modelling approach and the inclusive-fitness approach that led to
Eq. (7) yield equivalent mathematical descriptions of kin selection
(see also Taylor et al., 2007).

Table 2 presents brief expressions for coefficients of relatedness
under both the DDM and DMD life histories (see Appendix B for
details of calculations) in terms of Ki, the probability that a sex-i
individual found competing in a given group is native to that group,
and Ri→j̄, the relatedness between a sex-i individual with control
of an actor’s phenotype, and the average sex-j individual born
in its same group. Even though relatedness sometimes accounts
for an individual’s genetic similarity to itself [what Pepper (2000)
has termed ‘whole group relatedness’], genetic similarity between
different individuals [Pepper’s (2000) ‘others-only relatedness’ and
the similarity measure that appears in Hamilton’s (1964) rule]
contributes substantially to the size of coefficients in the scenarios
we consider.

4. Individual-based simulation

To verify predictions of the inclusive-fitness model presented
above, we constructed an individual-based simulation of both the
DMD and DDM scenarios described above. Briefly, we simulate
male–male competition formates, and female–female competition
for resources in a hierarchical manner, allowing competition to
occur first among social groups, then among individuals within
the winning group. Given the assumptions already stated above,
there was no need to simulate male–male sperm competition in
a hierarchical manner. Additional details and complete Matlab
simulation code have been appended Appendix C, but the reader
should note that simulations allow for large phenotypic differences
among individuals (i.e. they permit selection that is not weak).

5. Modelling conflict and possible outcomes

To model conflict and its outcome we follow the approach
pursued by Wild and Taylor (2005) and suppose that the realized
male phenotype, z, is a weighted average of an underlying male
phenotype, ζm, that is under male control (hence the superscript),
and an underlying female phenotype, ζ f , that is under female
control. i.e., we suppose

z = ϵζm
+ (1 − ϵ)ζ f . (10)

Wewill assume that, althoughmales (resp. females) carry genes for
ζ f (resp. ζm), these genes remain silent. As an example, we might
think of realized sperm-competition ability as the eventual result
of how aggressively a male pursues its potential mate, and how
receptive its potential mate is to being pursued. From a practical
perspective, treating z as a weighted average of male and female
phenotypes allows us to investigate possible power imbalances
between the sexes (Birkhead and Parker, 1997).

Provided ζm and ζ f can vary independently (an assumption we
now make), the sign of 1wi will be the same as the sign of the
selection gradient acting on ζ i. The sexes will be in conflict, then,
when1wm and1wf have opposing signs, i.e. when the evolution-
ary interests of males and females do not coincide (Birkhead and
Parker, 1997). The outcome of a conflict will be determined by the
direction in which selection takes the population-average values
of ζm and ζ f , respectively.

6. Main results

6.1. Sex-specific timing of dispersal can drive conflict

Substituting relatedness coefficients from Table 2 into Eq. (7),
we find that, under DDM, females are indifferent to the level at
which male phenotype is expressed (1wf

= 0), so any inclusive-
fitness change is negligible. We predict no conflict between male
and female perspectives under DDM, then, because the sign of
1wm and the sign of 1wf do not oppose one another. We will
discuss female indifference under DDM later, and turn much of
our focus to the DMD life history where conflict between the sexes
exists.

6.2. Effect on female’s competitive ability, alone, can determine
outcome of conflict

Male and female perspectives come into conflict under DMD.
We find that, while the male perspective under DMD may be
moderate (in the sense that the male may ‘prefer’ an equilibrium
level of expression, z∗m), the female perspective under DMD
is always extreme, provided k′

b(z) does not change sign (an
assumption we nowmake). When the control is given to a female,
we have 1wf

∝ kb(z). Consequently, if a male’s phenotype has
a negative (resp. positive) effect on its mates’ competitive ability,
then a female always ‘prefers’ a reduction (resp. increase) in z.

The trade-off between pre- and post-copulatory male success
suggests that selection in the male-control inclusive-fitness model
will establish a convergence-stable equilibrium, z∗m. Fig. 2 depicts
the coevolutionary outcome of this conflict in this case. When
increased z harms female competitive ability, conflict occurs at
relatively low levels of expression z, and selection on ζm and
ζ f promotes the male perspective (Fig. 2(a)). By contrast, when
increased z helps female competitive ability, conflict occurs at
relatively high levels of expression z, and selection on ζm and ζ f

promotes the female perspective (Fig. 2(b)).
The outcome of the conflict, here, is analogous to ‘the loudest

voice prevails’ rule for genomic imprinting (Greenwood-Lee et al.,
2001;Wilkins andHaig, 2003; Van Cleve et al., 2010). Since there is
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(a) Female harmed kb(z) < 0. (b) Female helped kb(z) > 0.

Fig. 2. Outcome of sexual conflict over the realized level of phenotypic expression z. The outcome of the conflict is determined by the joint evolution of ζm and ζ f , and
arrows indicate the direction of the selection gradient for these underlying, sex-specific traits. In (a) we see that when a female is harmed by increased realized z sexual
conflict occurs in the region below the selection nullcline, 1wm

= 0. Following the direction indicated by the arrows in (a) we see that the male perspective is promoted
(selection favours a population in which ζm and ζ f on the line 1wm

= 0). In (b) we see that when a female is helped by increased realized z sexual conflict occurs in the
region above the selection nullcline, 1wm

= 0. Following the direction indicated by the arrows in (b) we see that the female perspective is promoted in the sense that z is
expressed at ever-increasing levels over time.

a natural lower bound on z (namely, zero) the sex that favours the
lower level of phenotypic expression can promote its perspective
only so far. Since there is no clear upper bound on z the individual
that favours the greater level of phenotypic expression (i.e. the
‘louder voice’) will always be able to promote its perspective, and
so its perspective will eventually win out.

6.3. Conflict with linear competitive ability

If a male’s ability to compete for mates and a female’s ability to
compete for reproductive resources, respectively, depend on z in
a linear fashion, then ka(z) and kb(z) will take reasonably simple
forms. When increasing z reduces a female’s ability to compete we
have

female harmed: ka(z) = −
1

1 − z
and kb(z) = −

1
1 − z

, (11)

and when increasing z improves a female’s ability to compete we
have

female helped: ka(z) = −
1

1 − z
and kb(z) =

1
z
. (12)

Note that, here, we assume that z is both bounded below (z > 0)
and above (z < 1); e.g., z might represent a proportion of some
maximum competitive ability.

When increased realized z results in female harm (kb(z) <
0, line (11)), we find the convergence-stable level of phenotypic
expression from a male’s perspective to be

z∗m
=

(ra − rbm)

(ra − r̄a) + [(rbf − r̄bf )(1 + h) + (rbm − r̄bm)] + (ra − rbm)
. (13)

When z improves female competitive ability (kb(z) > 0, line (12)),
the convergence-stable level from a male’s perspective is

z∗m
=

[(rbf − r̄bf )(1 + h) + (rbm − r̄bm)] + (ra − rbm)

(ra − r̄a) + [(rbf − r̄bf )(1 + h) + (rbm − r̄bm)] + (ra − rbm)
. (14)

We can interpret the denominator of Eqs. (13) and (14) as the
total (positive) value the actor’s genetic lineage places on the
fitness changes that coincidewith an increase in z. Continuingwith
this interpretation, both Eqs. (13) and (14) show that z∗m is the
fraction of this total value that receives a net benefit from increased
expression of the realized phenotype.

Fig. 3 presents Eqs. (13) and (14) for the DMDmodel (themodel
inwhich conflict exists) plotted as functions ofM andN , for specific
values of Km and Kf . When female competitive ability is reduced by
increased male phenotypic expression, we find that z∗ increases

(and so the extent of sexual conflict increases) with increasing
M and N (Fig. 3(a) and (c)). When female competitive ability is
improvedby increasedmale phenotypic expression,we find that z∗

decreases (and so the extent of sexual conflict increases, as before)
with increasingM and N (Fig. 3(b) and (d)). Various combinations
of Km and Kf were investigated (nine pairs made by the set, 0.25,
0.5, 0.75) and all combinations revealed the same qualitative effect
of increasingM and N (data not shown).

In the DMD scenario, we still have 1wf
∝ kb(z), so the female

perspective is an extreme one: a female prefers either smallest
possible z when the realized phenotype causes harm, or largest
possible z when the realized phenotype helps. Again, when male
and female perspectives conflict we see that the loudest voice
prevails (Fig. 4).

6.4. Simulations support inclusive-fitness predictions

We found remarkably close agreement between results of
simulations that adopted the male perspective, and results of the
inclusive-fitness analysis, even though the key assumption of small
δ has been violated in the simulation (Fig. 5). Although there
was qualitative agreement between simulations that adopted
the female perspective, and the inclusive-fitness analysis, some
discrepancy between the two is clear. In Fig. 6(a) and (b) we see
that simulations approached, but failed to reach, the boundary
phenotype (zero or one) predicted by the inclusive-fitness analysis
(z = 1 in the case of Fig. 6(a), and z = 0 in the case of Fig. 6(b)).
The discrepancy, in this case, is likely due to the fact that the
simulation incorporates bothmutation and a feature that prevents
phenotypes from leaving a biologically feasible set; thus boundary
phenotypes reflect rather than absorb evolutionary trajectories.
Finally, the simulation depicted in Fig. 6(c) supports the prediction
of female indifference under a DDM life history, made above,
since no clear equilibrium is established even after 5000 simulated
generations.

7. Discussion

7.1. Inclusive fitness and sexual conflict

This paper builds on recent work that demonstrates kin
selection/group structure can play an important role in the
resolution of sexual conflict (Eldakar et al., 2009, 2010; Rankin,
2011). Here, we explicitly explore conflict over the expression of a
single phenotype that affects pre- andpost-copulatory competitive
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Fig. 3. Relationship between the convergent-stable, equilibrium level of male phenotypic expression (z∗m) in the DMD model, number of mates per female (M), and patch
size (N). Here, Km = 0.25 and Kf = 0.5, for both diploid (a and b) and haplodiploid (c and d) species. In panels (a) and (c) increased z decreases both competitive ability of
males and females, ka(z) = kb(z) = −1/(1 − z). In (b) and (d) increased z decreases the competitive ability of males, but increases that of females, ka(z) = −1/(1 − z),
kb(z) = 1/z.

(a) Female harmed kb(z) < 0. (b) Female helped kb(z) > 0.

Fig. 4. Outcome of sexual conflict over the realized level of phenotypic expression z, when this affectsmale and female competitive ability in a linear fashion. The outcome of
the conflict is determined by the joint evolution of ζm and ζ f in the set ϵζm

+ (1− ϵ)ζ f
≤ 1. Arrows again indicate the direction of the selection gradient for the underlying,

sex-specific traits. In (a) we see that when a female is harmed by increased realized z sexual conflict occurs in the region below the selection nullcline, 1wm
= 0. Following

the direction indicated by the arrows in (a) we see that the male perspective is promoted (selection favours a population in which ζm and ζ f on the line 1wm
= 0). In (b)

we see that when a female is helped by increased realized z sexual conflict occurs in the region above the selection nullcline, 1wm
= 0. Following the direction indicated

by the arrows in (b) we see that the female perspective is promoted in the sense that z tends towards its maximum value of one, over time.

success of males. In our model, the male phenotype in question
could result in harm to a female; however, we also consider the
possibility that females gain a fitness advantage with increased
male phenotypic expression.

Like Rankin (2011), we conclude that changes in relatedness
can affect the disparity between the perspectives that frame a
sexual conflict. Specifically, given assumptions about marginal
costs and benefits (lines (11) and (12)), we find that the stable
level of investment in sperm-competition ability (z) reflects the
value the focal individual places on those components of its
inclusive fitness that benefit from increasing z (as a fraction of
total value of all effects). Like Rankin (2011) we also show that
the female perspective is unaffected by changes in relatedness; in
otherwords, changes in the disparity betweenperspectives are due
solely to changes in the z∗m.

Our results highlight the fact that the existence of sexual
conflict is not guaranteed. In particular, given biologically plausible

life histories (DDM life histories), a female is predicted to be
indifferent to male phenotypic expression, even when such
expression reduces the females competitive ability.Where conflict
does exist we find that it is the perspective that favours the greater
investment in sperm-competition ability (z) that wins out. In other
words, ‘the loudest voice prevails’.

7.2. Female indifference under DDM

At first glance, female indifference to the level at which
male phenotype is expressed in the DDM model might seem
puzzling, especially in light of the lack of indifference predicted
to occur among females in the DMD model, and by males in
general. However, like those of numerous social-evolutionary
studies, our results can be understood by considering the scale
at which competition occurs (Bulmer and Taylor, 1980; Taylor,
1992; Queller, 1994; Frank, 1998; West et al., 2001, 2002; Griffin
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a b

c d

Fig. 5. Results from sample simulations of the evolution of male phenotype when the male perspective is adopted (i.e. when male has control of its own phenotype). In
the simulation genes take a value between zero and one, and this value is then used to determine phenotype. We have plotted, here, the value taken by the mean-average
gene in the population (the ‘average gene’) over the course of 5000 simulated generations (solid black line), and predictions generated by the inclusive fitness analysis for
comparison (dashed red line, colour online). Panel (a) shows a simulated diploid, DDM life history with N = 4, M = 3, Km = 0.5, Kf = 0.75, and kb(z) = −1/(1 − z).
Panel (b) shows a simulated haplodiploid DDM life history with N = 4, M = 3, Km = Kf = 0.5 and kb = 1/z. Panels (c) and (d) show simulated diploid and haplodiploid
DMD life histories, respectively, with N = 4, M = 3, Km = 0.5, Kf = 0.75, and kb(z) = −1/(1 − z). In all cases a close correspondence between simulation results and
inclusive-fitness based predictions is evident.

et al., 2004;Wild and Taylor, 2004; Gardner andWest, 2004, 2006;
Gardner et al., 2004; Grafen and Archetti, 2008; Pizzari and Foster,
2008; Kümmerli et al., 2009; Taylor et al., 2011).

To understand why the scale of competition is important here,
oneneeds to recognize first that, at a fundamental level, individuals
compete against one another for genetic representation in
generations far into the future. In otherwords, individuals compete
for reproductive value. Since we can regard the total reproductive
value of the population as being fixed (no individual can be
ancestor to more than 100% of a descendant population), an
increase in the reproductive value of any individual must be
compensated by a decrease in the reproductive value of another.
Similarly, a decrease in the reproductive value of any individual
will be compensated by a increase in the reproductive value of
another (see Grafen and Archetti, 2008). The scale of competition
is important, then, because it determines where (or rather by
whom) compensation is made. When competition occurs on a
global scale, the genetic relatives of the primary recipient rarely
compensate for its fitness gains or losses (ultimately, its increase
or decrease in reproductive value). When competition occurs on
a local scale, though, compensation by kin is quite probable, and
this can mean that those fitness changes we expect to observe
‘unexpectedly’ cancel each other out in the overall analysis (Taylor,
1992; Kümmerli et al., 2009).

Turning back to the results of this study, we see that
female indifference in the DDM scenario is due to similar kinds
of ‘unexpected’ cancellations. Under DDM, the scale at which
competition occurs means that every fitness gain made by either
the actor or the actor’s mate is compensated by a fitness change
in an individual whose value to the genetic lineage of the female
assigned control is identical. For example, (i) the actor that
improves its own chances of securing a mate in part (a) of the
life cycle, and (ii) the male that actor will displace are, from the
perspective of a female, both simply males competing against
one another on the same patch; moreover, they are males found
on the same patch that she will later find herself, provided
she is competitively successful (ra = r̄a = KmKf Rf→m̄, see

Table 2). As we see in Table 2, similar ‘unexpected’ cancellation
does not occur when we adopt the male perspective under DDM,
simply because the relatedness between the focal individual and
the owner of primary fitness change differs from that between
the focal individual and the individual that compensates for the
primary change. Consequently, the male ends up with a ‘preferred’
level phenotypic expression.

7.3. The effect of pre- and post-copulatory fitness trade-offs

In the DMD scenario, lack of female indifference is due to the
fact that pre-copulatory and post-copulatory fitness changes are
separated by female dispersal. Although kin are again involved in
compensating for the personal fitness gains made by the actor and
its mates, the compensation is of lesser value to the genetic lineage
of the female assigned control when it occurs among social groups
established after female dispersal. For example, under DMDwe are
sure that the actor’s mate and the focal female were born on the
same patch, but there is a <100% chance the same is true for the
female that is displaced by the actor’s mate (rbf = Rf→f̄ , but r̄bf =

K 2
f Rf→m̄, see Table 2). Simply put, the female’s genetic lineage

under has some net stake in the expression of male phenotype
under DMD.

We find that compensation made by social groups established
prior to female dispersal in the DMD model [the group of mate
competitors in part (a) of the life cycle, and the group of sperm
competitors in part (c) of the life cycle] is no more or less
valuable to a female’s lineage than the personal fitness gains these
groups accommodate. As a result, some ‘unexpected’ cancellations
continue to occur in the DMD model when the female perspective
is adopted. These cancellations correspond to fitness changes that
occur at points in the life cycle where the trade-off between pre-
and post-copulatory male competitive ability becomes relevant
[points (a) and (c) it the life cycle], and so the trade-off, itself,
effectively vanishes from the females inclusive fitness.

Of course changes in the scale of competition also underlie
the differences we observed in the male perspective as we
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a
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Fig. 6. Results from sample simulations of the evolution of female phenotype when the female perspective is adopted (i.e. when male phenotype is determined by the
genotype of its average potential mate). In the simulation genes take a value between zero and one, and this value is then used to determine phenotype. We have plotted,
here, the value taken by themean-average gene in the population (the ‘average gene’) over the course of 5000 simulated generations (solid black line), and,when appropriate,
predictions generated by the inclusive fitness analysis for comparison (dashed red line—colour online). Panel (a) shows a simulated haplodiploid, DMD life history with
N = 2, M = 3, Km = 0.75, Kf = 0.1, and kb(z) = 1/z. Panel (b) also shows a simulated haplodiploid, DMD life history, but with N = 3, M = 4, Km = 0.75, Kf = 0.2, and
kb(z) = −1/(1 − z). Panels (a) and (b) also compare the initial distribution of genotypes in the population to the distribution observed after 5000 simulated generations.
Panel (c) shows a simulated diploid, DDM life history, with N = 3, M = 3, Km = 0.75, Kf = 0.1, and kb(z) = 1/z.

moved from the DDM model to the DMD model. Clearly,
then, we would agree with Rankin’s (2011) suggestion that the
scale at which competition occurs is relevant to sexual conflict
discourse. However, we emphasize that when male–male (or
indeed female–female) competition occurs at different points in
time (e.g. both before and after copulation), the appropriate scale
of competition will, in general, shift from time-point to time point.
Consequently, we expect theoretical predictions about sexual
conflict to be sensitive to the timing of major life-history events
like dispersal.

The fact that the timing of life-history events affects the
possibility of sexual conflict suggests that existing empirical
work could be expanded to include more detailed life-history
descriptions. Work with natural populations of water striders
(A. remigis), for example, has emphasized the role of female
dispersal as a mechanism for avoiding male aggression, but has
paid less attention to how (or if) dispersal events precede or
follow oviposition (e.g. Eldakar et al., 2010). A recent review of
bed-bug biology points to a similar gap in our knowledge of the
dispersal ecology of these species (see Reinhardt and Siva-Jothy,
2007). Since female bed bugs store sperm for more than a month
(Reinhardt and Siva-Jothy, 2007), it is reasonable to expect that
dispersal by inseminated females often precedes oviposition in this

species. If this is indeed the case, then theDMDmodel could inform
discussions about the adaptive significance of male harm in bed
bugs as well—that is, provided empirical studies of the dispersal
ecology of bed bugs find DMD to be a reasonable approximation.

Certainly, the models above could be applied to understand the
effect of kin selection (or group structure) on the evolution of male
harm in water striders and bed bugs. However, it appears that
our predictions are already well supported by observations of the
dung flies Sepsis cynipsea and S. neocynipsea (Diptera: Sepsidae). In
fact, sepsid life histories reflect many of the main assumptions of
the DMD model. First, mating and oviposition in sepsid dung flies
typically occurs on or near a pile of animal droppings or carrion (as
explained in the previous section) (Parker, 1972a; Eberhard, 1999).
Thismatches our basic assumptions about discrete group structure
above.

Second, males engage one another in pre-copulatory struggles
that ultimately determine success in gaining access to females in
a way that, again, matches assumptions above. Male dung flies
engage in violent territorial fights in which they grapple with their
fore legs (Parker, 1972a; Eberhard, 1999). Male dung flies will also
attempt to displace rivals that have grasped, but not copulated
with a female (Parker, 1972a; Ward et al., 1992). Fore-leg strength
continues to play a role in competitive success here, as it is the
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fore-legs that are responsible for maintaining a hold on a
female that withstands attacks from other males, and the evasive
manoeuvres of unreceptive females (Ward et al., 1992, see below).

Third, the observations that fresh animal droppings are
colonized by both males searching for mates and ovipositing
females (Parker, 1972a), alongwithmore recent evidence of sexual
behaviour around female feeding sites on plants (Eberhard, 1999)
suggests (i) that mating by dung flies does not necessarily occur on
the same site as oviposition, (ii) some amount of male dispersal
precedes mating, and (iii) that mating and oviposition in sepsid
flies is likely separated by the dispersal of inseminated females.
Although, the actual the sex-specific timing of the dispersal in dung
flies does notmatch theDMDmodel exactly, themodel itself seems
to provide a reasonable caricature of sepsid life history.

Fourth, there is evidence to suggest that post-copulatory
competition among males (sperm competition) in dung flies
occurs. Female dung flies store sperm, effectively setting the stage
for sperm competition (Ward et al., 1992). Sperm competition is,
in turn, reflected in the elaborate and complex morphology of
male genitals (Ward et al., 1992). Since one unit of energy used
to grow/strengthen fore legs (body parts involved in much pre-
copulatory male–male competition) is one unit of energy that
cannot be allocated to genital growth/development (body part
that plays a key role in post-copulatory male–male competition),
the assumed the trade off between pre- and post-copulatory
competitive success among males is certainly plausible.

Given, that the assumptions of the model match, in a coarse-
grained way, the biology of S. cynipsea and S. neocynipsea, and
given the fact that male phenotypes do inflict harm at the time of
copulation [females suffer wounds inflicted by a males elaborate
genitals (Blanckenhorn et al., 2002)], it is not surprising that
females often actively reject a male’s attempt at copulation with
vigorous shaking [only 40% of male–female pairs actually copulate
(Ward et al., 1992)]. In fact, a selective advantage for female
reluctance is amain prediction of ourDMD inclusive-fitnessmodel.
While the DMD model likely fails to capture all aspects of sepsid
biology, the model does suggest that kin selection (or group
structure) is able to mediate sexual conflict in these species of fly.

7.4. Future theoretical work

We have assumed, here, that each female reproduces only once
during its life. In some instances of sexual conflict, though, male
phenotypes increase female fecundity in the short-term, and could
affect residual female fitness through more complicated female
life-history trade-offs (Parker and Pizzari, 2010, and references
therein). In general, we suggest that the development of kin-
selection models that incorporate longer-term effects on female
fitnesswill be important to developing our understanding of sexual
conflict.

We have also assumed, here, that male fertilization success
is independent of the order in which mating occurs. However,
mating order is known to affect a male’s probability of siring
offspring (Garefalaki et al., 2010; Raveh et al., 2010, are two
recent examples). The effects of mating order could also be
investigated, provided one understands how such effects impact
male reproductive value.

Given the central role played by compensation it would also
be interesting to investigate how our predictions change when
local populations can expand or contract to accommodate changes
in fitness. While compensation in these ‘elastic’ populations
continues to occur, elasticity itself changes the way in which
compensatory fitness changes factor into the inclusive fitness
method of accounting (e.g. Alizon and Taylor, 2008).

It is important to note that the models presented above do
not include an investigation of the relationship between the sex

ratio the extent of male harm. Observations of water striders
suggest that skewed sex ratios could represent an additional cost
of aggressive male behaviours, as harassed females tend to leave
areas with aggressive males for areas where aggression levels
are lower (Eldakar et al., 2010). Conditional female movement
would not change our models’ predictions: the discrete nature of
our model life histories and the fact that competition is entirely
intrasexualmeans that the sex ratio cancels out of our calculations.
In fact, the lack of relationship between the sex ratio and level of
male harm we predict is consistent with laboratory investigations
ofDrosophila (Wigby andChapman, 2004). That said, a continuous-
time model in which females alter their dispersal rate in response
to a varying number of local males (and, by extension, a varying
level of local male harm) could, in principle, be used to model
the observations of Eldakar et al. (2010), but such an extension is
beyond the scope of the present work.

Like the sex ratio, inbreeding depression is thought to have
important consequences for sexual conflict (Gay et al., 2011). In
the context of our inclusive-fitness model, though, the effects of
inbreeding depression would only affect the size of relatedness
coefficients and would not change our qualitative conclusions. An
increase/decrease in the expression of a harmful male phenotype
would not result in more/less inbreeding, because the expression
itself would not be preferentially directed towards relatives.
Conversely, more/less inbreeding would not change the number
of inclusive-fitness costs and benefits under consideration, rather
it would just modify the sizes of those that already exist in our
calculation.
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Appendix A. Direct-fitness model formulation

In this appendix we show how to arrive at Eq. (7) of the main
text using the direct-fitness approach of Taylor and Frank (1996),
and using the specific assumptions about the DDM and DMD life
histories. Recall that both life histories assume a group-structured
population inwhich inseminated females are organized into a large
number of habitat patches (i.e. social groups) of identical size and
quality.

A.1. DDM life history

Each generation of the DDM model consists of the following
series of events, presented in order.

(i) Natal dispersal. Each female and each male offspring disperses
from its natal patch independently with probability df and dm,
respectively. A dispersed offspring fails to find a new patch on
which to competewith probabilityµ, inwhich case it dies.We
make the standard assumption that, should a focal offspring
find a new patch on which to compete, that patch will not
support any relatives of the focal individual.

(ii) Male–male competition for mates. Each female chooses exactly
M mates from among the group of males found on its current
patch, storing a large amount of sperm from each mate for
later use. Males are chosen at random, with replacement,
according to their ‘competitive weight’, wm(y) > 0, where y
is a ‘male phenotype’ (recall our ‘reference’ male phenotype is
sperm-competition ability). We assume w′

m(y) < 0, thus the
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expression of a male’s sperm-competition ability is increased
at the expense of its ability to compete for mates. Once all
mating has finished, we assume that all males die.

(iii) Female–female competition for breeding sites. Each female
competes for one of the N breeding sites available on its
current patch. Competition among females occurs at random,
again according to a ‘competitive weight’ wf (ȳ×) where ȳ×

is some average of male mates’ phenotypes (details below).
We will assume either w′

f (ȳ×) < 0 or w′

f (ȳ×) > 0,
depending on whether we wish to investigate the possibility
that increased intensity of male sperm competition has
positive (former case) or negative (latter case) implications for
female competitive ability. After female–female competition
has finished all unsuccessful females are assumed to die.

(iv) Birth of offspring and sperm competition. Each female that has
secured a breeding site produces a large number of offspring,
κ . A fraction of each brood, α is made up of sons, and the
remaining fraction, (1 − α), is made up of daughters. A
male with phenotype y is assumed to successfully father each
offspring, independently, with probability y/Mȳ×.

A.1.1. Components of male fitness
Fix attention on one patch (the ‘focal patch’) and one male on

that patch (the ‘focal male’) just prior to stage (i) of the DDM life
history described above. With the focal male and the focal patch in
mind, we introduce the following notation:

• y, the phenotype of the focal male;
• ȳ, the phenotype of the average male born on the focal patch at

stage (i) above;
• z, the phenotype of the average male in the population at stage

(i) above;
• za = [(1 − dm)ȳ + dm(1 − µ)z]/(1 − µdm), the phenotype

of the average stage-(ii) competitor of the focal male when it
competes on its natal patch. We use the subscript ‘a’, here, to
correspond with the use of this subscript in the main text.

• zLb = y/M + za(M − 1)/M , the phenotype of the average male
that inseminated a female that had, in turn, been inseminated
by the focal male on the focal patch (i.e. locally, hence the
superscript ‘L’). Note that the weak selection or small δ
assumption introduced in the main text allows us to define zLb
using an assumption of selective neutrality.

• zNLb = y/M + z(M − 1)/M , the phenotype of the average male
that inseminated a female that had, in turn, been inseminated
by the focal male on a patch other than focal patch (i.e. non-
locally, hence the superscript ‘NL’).

With notation now defined, we are in a position to develop
mathematical expressions for the fitness of the focal male in terms
of the variables above.

With probability (1−dm) the focal male does not disperse from
its natal patch. In that case, the competitive ability of the focalmale,
wm(y), must be measured relative to, Nκα(1 − µdm)wm(za), the
total competitive effort put forth by males on the focal patch at
stage (ii) above. [Although it may appear that we need wm to be
linear for this calculation to hold, our assumption ofweak selection
means that even non-linearwm can be treated as if they are linear.]
It follows that, when competing on its natal patch, the focal male
wins each mating with probability wm(y)/Nκα(1 − µdm)wm(za).
Since there areMNκ(1−α)(1−µdf ) mating opportunities on the
focal patch, the focal male, itself, expects

E{#matings | no male dispersal}

=
1 − α

α

M(1 − µdf )wm(y)
(1 − µdm)wm(za)

(A.1)

local inseminations.

With probability dm(1−µ) the focalmale successfully disperses
from its natal patch to a new one. In this case, wm(y) is measured
relative to Nκα(1− µdm)wm(z). There are againMNκ(1− α)(1−

µdf )mating opportunities on the new, non-focal patch, so the focal
male expects

E{#matings | male dispersal} =
1 − α

α

M(1 − µdf )wm(y)
(1 − µdm)wm(z)

(A.2)

non-local inseminations.
Success described by Eqs. (A.1) and (A.2) is diminished by

competition among females during stage (iii) of the DDM life
history. When the focal male has not dispersed, the competitive
ability of each of its mates is wf (zLb), and their ability is measured
relative to Nκ(1−α)(1−µdf )wf (za), the total competitive ability
of females inseminated by males competing on the focal patch
(weak selection justifies the use of za as the argument of wf in this
total). It follows that each female inseminated by the focal male on
the focal patch wins one of the N available sites with probability

Pr{female success | no male dispersal}

=
wf (zLb)

κ(1 − α)(1 − µdf )wf (za)
. (A.3)

When the focal male has dispersed, the competitive ability of
each of its mates, now wf (zNLb ), is measured relative to Nκ(1 −

α)(1 − µdf )wf (z). In this case, each female inseminated by the
focal male on the non-focal patch wins one of the N sites for which
it competes with probability

Pr{female success | male dispersal}

=
wf (zNLb )

κ(1 − α)(1 − µdf )wf (z)
. (A.4)

After stage (iv), the focal male that does not disperse expects to
be credited with

E{#sons per mate | no male dispersal} =
καy
MzLb

(A.5)

sons, and

E{#daughters per mate | no male dispersal} =
κ(1 − α)y

MzLb
(A.6)

daughters for every one of its competitively successful mates.
When the focal male does disperse, it expects to be credited with

E{#sons per mate | male dispersal} =
καy
MzNLb

(A.7)

sons, and

E{#daughters per mate | male dispersal} =
κ(1 − α)y

MzNLb
(A.8)

daughters for every one of its competitively successful mates.
We now combine Eqs. (A.1)–(A.8) to produce expressions for

the male and female components of male fitness, respectively.
Let aij denote the expected number of sex-i offspring (i = m, f )
produced by a sex-j focal individual (j = m, f ), weighted by
genetic contribution to the offspring in question. Since we have
been considering a focalmale so far, we are immediately interested
in deriving amm and afm for both diploid (h = 0) and haplodiploid
(h = 1) species.

We can express fitness components in words as,

amm = (1/2)(1 − h) Pr{no male dispersal}
× E{#matings | no male dispersal}
× Pr{female success | no male dispersal}
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× E{#sons per mate | no male dispersal}
+ (1/2)(1 − h) Pr{male dispersal}
× E{#matings | male dispersal}
× Pr{female success | male dispersal}
× E{#sons per mate | male dispersal},

and

afm = (1/2) Pr{no male dispersal}
× E{#matings | no male dispersal}
× Pr{female success | no male dispersal}
× E{#daughters per mate | no male dispersal}
+ (1/2) Pr{male dispersal}
× E{#matings | male dispersal}
× Pr{female success | male dispersal}
× E{#daughters per mate | male dispersal}.

Alternatively, using Ki from themain text in place of the expression
(1 − di)/(1 − µdi) we can write

amm =
(1 − h)Km

2
wm(y)
wm(za)

wf (zLb)
wf (za)

y
zLb

+
(1 − h)(1 − Km)

2
wm(y)
wm(z)

wf (zNLb )

wf (z)
y
zNLb

,

afm =
Km

2
1 − α

α

wm(y)
wm(za)

wf (zLb)
wf (za)

y
zLb

+
1 − Km

2
1 − α

α

wm(y)
wm(z)

wf (zNLb )

wf (z)
y
zNLb


. (A.9)

A.1.2. Components of female fitness
Now fix attention on one patch, and one female on that patch

(the ‘focal female’) just prior to the start of stage (i) of the DDM life
history. Regardless of whether it disperses or not, the focal female
chooses its mates in the same way and from the same pool as its
competitors. It follows that the focal female expects to secure one
of the N sites available on the patch on which it competes with
probability

Pr{female success} =
1 − dm

κ(1 − α)(1 − µdf )

+
(1 − µ)dm

κ(1 − α)(1 − µdf )

=
1

κ(1 − α)


. (A.10)

Once a site is secured, the focal female produces

E{#sons | success} = κα (A.11)

sons, and

E{#sons | success} = κ(1 − α) (A.12)

daughters. For the focal female, then, we have

amf = Pr{female success}E{#sons | success}

=
(1 + h)

2
α

1 − α
,

aff = Pr{female success}E{#daughters | success}

=
1
2


. (A.13)

A.1.3. Combining components of fitness
We combine the various components of fitness, above, using

neutral measures of individual reproductive value and the neutral

distribution of sexes (Taylor and Frank, 1996). In the absence of
selection the sex-specific components of fitness can be stored in
the 2 × 2 matrix,

A◦
=

[
a◦

mm a◦

mf
a◦

fm a◦

ff

]
=

1
2

[
1 − h (1 + h)α/(1 − α)

(1 − α)/α 1

]
(A.14)

where the superscript ‘◦’ is a reminder that we have set all
phenotypes equal to the population average value, z.

It is easy to check that the dominant eigenvalue of A◦ is equal to
one, and so a monomorphic model population is neither growing
nor shrinking in the long-run, as expected. It is also easy to check
that the dominant right eigenvector of A◦ is,

u =

[
um
uf

]
=

[
α

1 − α

]
. (A.15)

The entries ofu give the frequencywithwhichwe encountermales
and females, respectively, at the very beginning of stage (i) of the
DDM life history.

The dominant left eigenvector of A◦ is

v =

[
vm
vf

]
=

[
1/α

(1 + h)/(1 − α)

]
. (A.16)

The entries of v are proportional to the reproductive value of an
individual male and female, respectively, in a neutral population
at the beginning of stage (i) of the DDM life history. The novice
may find it useful to observe that the reproductive value of a sex-
i parent, defined as ci in the main text, is the total reproductive
value of its offspring weighted by parental genetic contribution. In
a neutral population, a male parent is credited with 1/M offspring
from each of M broods, and a female is credited with all offspring
from one brood, thus for the same constant of proportionality

cm ∝ αvm(1 − h)/2 + (1 − α)vf /2 = 1,
cf ∝ αvm(1 + h)/2 + (1 − α)vf /2 = 1 + h,


(A.17)

as noted in the main text.

A.1.4. Expressions for recipient fitness
Following Taylor and Frank (1996) we can define the fitness of a

focal male (in social evolutionary parlance, a ‘male recipient’) and
a focal female (a ‘female recipient’) as

Wm = (vmamm + vf afm)/vm,
Wf = (vmamf + vf aff )/vf ,


(A.18)

respectively.

A.2. DMD life history

Each generation of the DMDmodel consists of its own series of
events. These are presented in very briefly (in order) asmany of the
details are not changed from the DDM case.

(i) Natal dispersal of males. As described above.
(ii) Male–male competition for mates. As described above.
(iii) Dispersal of inseminated females. As described above, except

now when a female disperses, it carries with it the sperm
collected from M males.

(iv) Female–female competition for breeding sites. As described
above.

(v) Birth of offspring and sperm competition. As described above.
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A.2.1. Components of male fitness
We again fix attention on one patch and one male born on

that patch. The expected number of mates won by the focal male,
conditioned upon its dispersal status are given now by

E{#matings | no male dispersal},

=
1 − α

α

Mwm(y)
(1 − µdm)wm(za)

(A.19)

and

E{#matings | male dispersal} =
1 − α

α

Mwm(y)
(1 − µdm)wm(z)

. (A.20)

Given that the focal male does not disperse, each of its mates
competes successfully for a breeding site with probability

Pr{female success | no male dispersal}

=
1

κ(1 − α)


Kf wf (zLb)
wf (zLc )

+
(1 − Kf )wf (zLb)

wf (z)


(A.21)

where

zLc = Kf za + (1 − Kf )z (A.22)

is the average phenotype of the mate of a stage-(iv) female com-
petitor of the mate of the focal male on the focal patch, in the ab-
sence of selection. Given that the focal male does disperse,

Pr{female success | male dispersal} =
1

κ(1 − α)

wf (zNLb )

wf (z)
. (A.23)

For each mate of the focal male that competes successfully,
the focal male expects certain numbers sons and daughters. The
appropriate expectations are still given by Eqs. (A.5)–(A.8).

Following the calculations from the previous section set out in
words, we now have

amm =
(1 − h)Km

2
wm(y)
wm(za)


Kf wf (zLb)
wf (zLc )

+
(1 − Kf )wf (zLb)

wf (z)


y
zLb

+
(1 − h)(1 − Km)

2
wm(y)
wm(z)

wf (zNLb )

wf (z)
y
zNLb

,

afm =
1 − α

α

Km

2
wm(y)
wm(za)


Kf wf (zLb)
wf (zLc )

+
(1 − Kf )wf (zLb)

wf (z)


y
zLb

+
1 − α

α

1 − Km

2
wm(y)
wm(z)

wf (zNLb )

wf (z)
y
zNLb



. (A.24)

A.2.2. Components of female fitness
Now we consider a focal female on the focal patch at the very

beginning of stage (i) of the DMD life history. The focal female
mates with the average male found on the focal patch following
stage (i). It follows that the focal female competes successfully for
a breeding site with probability

Pr{female successful | no female dispersal}

=
1

κ(1 − α)

wf (za)
(1 − µdf )wf (zLc )

(A.25)

when it does not disperse (probability 1−df ), andwith probability

Pr{female successful | no female dispersal}

=
1

κ(1 − α)

wf (za)
(1 − µdf )wf (z)

(A.26)

when it does disperse (probability df ). Overall, then

Pr{female successful}

=
1

κ(1 − α)


Kf wf (za)
wf (zLc )

+
(1 − Kf )wf (za)

wf (z)


(A.27)

and substituting Eqs. (A.11), (A.12) and (A.27) into Eq. (A.13) we
find

amf =
α

1 − α

1 + h
2


Kf wf (za)
wf (zLc )

+
(1 − Kf )wf (za)

wf (z)


,

aff =
1
2


Kf wf (za)
wf (zLc )

+
(1 − Kf )wf (za)

wf (z)




. (A.28)

A.2.3. Combining components of fitness
We combine the various components of fitness as in the

previous section using the neutral distribution and reproductive
values of the sexes. Since the matrix A◦ we use in this section
is identical to that used in the DDM case (Eq. (A.14)), the
requisite distribution and reproductive values are again given by
the elements of the vectors u and v in Eqs. (A.15) and (A.16),
respectively. Expressions of recipient fitness for the DMD model
are also constructed as they were for DDM (Eq. (A.18)), but using
formulae for aij found in Eqs. (A.24) and (A.28).

A.3. The direct fitness analysis

To analyse the functions Wj developed in the previous subsec-
tions, we treat the various local phenotypes on which these Wj
functions depend, in turn, as functions of the gj genotypic value of
the sex-j recipient in question (Taylor and Frank, 1996). For DDM,
then, we write

Wm ≡ Wm(y(gm), za(gm), zLb(gm), zNLb (gm)),
Wf ≡ constant,


(A.29)

and for DMD we write

Wm ≡ Wm(y(gm), za(gm), zLb(gm),

zNLb (gm), zLc (gm)),

Wf ≡ Wm(za(gf ), zLc (gf ))

 . (A.30)

We calculate marginal recipient fitness by taking an ordinary
derivative of Wj with respect to gj and then putting neutral
coefficients of relatedness in the place derivatives of phenotypes.
The weak selection assumption means that we evaluate our
calculations by setting all phenotypes equal to the global average
value, z.

For DDM the direct-fitness procedure yields,

dWm/dgm|z = ry∂yWm|z + rza∂zaWm|z
+ rzLb∂zLbWm|z + rzNLb

∂zNLb
Wm|z,

dWf /dgf |z = 0,

 (A.31)

where rs are relatedness coefficients expressed from the perspec-
tive of the individual whose genotype controls the focal male’s
phenotype, i.e. ‘the individual with control’ (see Taylor, 1988a, and
Appendix B). Note that the individual with control could be the
focal male itself, but it does not have to be. For the sake of clar-
ity we will define the following, rather involved, list of relatedness
coefficients:

• ry is the relatedness between the focal male and the individual
with control of the focal male’s phenotype;
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• rza is the relatedness between the focal male and the individual
with control of the average male competitor’s phenotype when
the focal male competes on the focal patch;

• rzLb is the relatedness between the focal male and the individual
with control of the phenotype of the average male that
inseminated a female that had, in turn, been inseminated by the
focal male on the focal patch;

• rzNLb
is the relatedness between the focalmale and the individual

with control of the phenotype of the average male that insemi-
nated a female that had, in turn, been inseminated by the focal
male on a patch other than the focal patch.

For DMD, the same procedure yields

dWm/dgm|z = ry∂yWm|z + rza∂zaWm|z
+ rzLb∂zLbWm|z + rzNLb

∂zNLb
Wm|z + rzLc ∂zLcWm|z

dWf /dgf |z = ρza∂zaWf |z + ρzLc
∂zLc

Wf |z,

 (A.32)

where

• rzLc is the relatedness between the focal male and the individual
with control of the phenotype of the average mate of a female
competitor of the mate of the focal male that had been
inseminated on the focal patch and remained there;

• ρza is the relatedness between the focal female and the individ-
ual with control of the phenotype of its average mate;

• ρzLc
is the relatedness between the focal female and the indi-

vidual with control of the phenotype of the average male that
inseminated a female that had, in turn, remained to compete on
the focal patch.

To express the overall inclusive-fitness effect, denoted 1w in
the main text, we sum the ordinary derivatives dWj/dgj after
first weighting these by the total reproductive value measures cj
in Eq. (A.17) (Taylor and Frank, 1996). For the DDM model the
appropriate weighted sum is as follows:

1w =
w′

m(z)
wm(z)

(ry − Kmrza)

+
w′

f (z)

wf (z)
(KmrzLb + (1 − Km)rzNLb

− Kmrza)

+
1
z
(ry − KmrzLb − (1 − Km)rzNLb

),


(A.33)

and for the DMDmodel it is

1w =
w′

m(z)
wm(z)

(ry − Kmrza)

+
w′

f (z)

wf (z)
(Km(rzLb − Kf rzLc ) + (1 − Km)rzNLb

)

+
1
z
(ry − KmrzLb − (1 − Km)rzNLb

)

+ (1 + h)
w′

f (z)

wf (z)
(ρza − Kf ρzLc

)


. (A.34)

The equivalence between Eqs. (A.33) and (A.34), and Eq. (7) of
the main text becomes evident when we note that in the main
text contains the definitions, sa(δ) = wm(z + δ)/wm(z), sb(δ) =

wf (z + δ)/wf (z), and sc(δ) = (z + δ)/z. Thus, ka(z) = s′a(0) =

w′
m(z)/wm(z), kb(z) = s′b(0) = w′

f (z)/wf (z), and kc(z) = s′b(0) =

1/z. In addition,

• ry − Kmrza corresponds to ra − r̄a in equation of the main text
for both DDM and DMD;

• KmrzLb +(1−Km)rzNLb
−Kmrza corresponds to rbm− r̄bm in equation

of the main text for the DDMmodel;
• Km(rLzb−Kf rzLc )+(1−Km)rzNLb

corresponds to rbm−r̄bm in equation
of the main text for the DMDmodel;

• ry − KmrzLb − (1− Km)rzNLb
corresponds to ra − rbm in equation of

the main text for both DDM and DMD;
• ρza − Kf ρzLc

corresponds to rbf − r̄bf in equation of the main
text for the DMD model (this difference does not appear in the
DDM).

The correspondences listed abovewill bemademore explicit in the
next appendix.

Appendix B. Calculation of relatedness coefficients

B.1. Preliminary notes and definitions

We measure relatedness, here, using probabilities of identity-
by-descent, i.e. coefficients of consanguinity, or CCs (Michod and
Hamilton, 1980). To be clear, the CC between individual X and
individual Y is the probability that a uniform random gene from
X and a uniform random gene from Y are identical by descent.

As has been done in othermodels of social evolutionary conflict
(e.g. Taylor, 1988a; Wild and Taylor, 2005) we define relatedness
bymaking reference to a ‘recipient’ and an ‘actor’. The actor affects
the fitness of the recipient and the relatedness between them
is actual expressed in terms of the CC between the individual
whose genotype determines actor’s phenotype (i.e. the ‘individual
with control’ or ‘the individual whose perspective we adopt’), and
the recipient. It is important to note that, because the main text
investigates the model using the actor-centred inclusive-fitness
approach, the ‘focal individual’ in the main text is not a recipient,
but rather an individual with control of an actor’s phenotype.

Let GX→Y denote the CC between X , the individual with control,
and recipient individual, Y . The coefficient of relatedness between
X and Y is written, RX→Y = GX→Y/GX→X , and as the reader will
see, these are approximated to zeroth order in the strength of
selection, δ. There is a symmetry to CCs and that is not emphasized
by the notationGX→Y , and itwill sometimes be necessary to exploit
that symmetry. On occasion, then, CCs will be denoted using the
calligraphic letter, G; this calligraphic notation will be used to
emphasize the symmetric nature of CCs.

In the following subsections we explain how the various re-
latedness coefficients in Appendix A and the main text are cal-
culated. Because direct-fitness (Appendix A) and inclusive-fitness
(main text) accounting each focus on different individuals (the re-
cipient of a social interaction in the former case, and the individ-
ual with control of the actor’s phenotype in the latter case), it is
more straightforward to explain the calculation of coefficients in
Appendix A and the main text separately. The calculation of CCs
required by both direct-fitness and inclusive fitness relatedness is
done in a single section at the end of this appendix.

B.2. Relatedness for the direct-fitness model

B.2.1. Male control
We first give a male control of its own phenotype. In this case,

it is easy to see that relatedness between the focal male recipient
and the individual that controls its phenotype is simply the male’s
relatedness to itself, thus

DDM and DMD: ry = 1. (B.1)

Let Gm̄→m denote the CC between the focal male, Y = m, and
the average male born on the focal patch, X = m̄ (equivalently,
Gmm, the CC between two males chosen uniformly at random with
replacement from the same patch at the beginning of stage (i) of
either the DDM of DMDmodel). The constant Km = (1− dm)/(1−

µdm) is the conditional probability that any male competes on
its natal patch, given that it has survived to compete for mates.
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Consequently, the CC between a focal male and its average mate
competitor, given that the focal male competes on its natal patch
is KmGm̄→m, thus

DDM and DMD: rza =
KmGm̄→m

Gm̄→m̄
=

KmGmm

Gm	

= KmRm̄→m, (B.2)

where Gm	 is the alternative way of denoting the CC between a
male and itself.

A focal male that has successfully competed on its natal patch is
related to the average male that successfully inseminated its mate
either because the averagemale is the focal male itself (probability
1/M), or because the average male is another male (probability
(M − 1)/M) competing on the focal male’s natal patch. It follows
that

DDM and DMD: rzLb =
1
M

ry +
M − 1
M

rza . (B.3)

A focal male that has successfully competed on a patch other than
its natal patch is related to the average male that successfully
inseminated its mate only because that average male is the focal
male itself (probability 1/M). It follows that

DDM and DMD: rzNLb
=

1
M

ry. (B.4)

Consider a focal male that mated successfully on the focal
patch, and whose mate (the focal female mate) also remained to
compete on the focal patch. In the DMD scenario the focal male
is related to the average male mated to the female competitor of
the focal female mate only if both the average male and the female
competitor are both native to the focal patch (probability KmKf ). It
follows that

DMD: rzLc = KmKf Rm̄→m. (B.5)

Let Gm̄→f denote the CC between a focal female, Y = f , and
the average male born on the focal patch, X = m̄ (equivalently,
Gmf = Gfm, the CC between a male and a female chosen uniformly
at random from the same patch at the beginning of stage (i) of
either the DDM or DMD model). Now, consider a focal female and
its average mate. In the DMD scenario, the female is sure to mate
on the focal patch. It follows that the CC between the focal female
and its average mate is KmGm̄→f , and so

DMD: ρza =
KmGm̄→f

Gm̄→m̄
=

KmGmf

Gm	
= KmRm̄→f . (B.6)

Given that the focal female competes on its natal patch, it is related
to themate of its average female competitor, only in the casewhere
both the female competitor and its mates are native to the focal
patch (probability KmKf ). It follows that

DMD: ρzLc
= KmKf Rm̄→f . (B.7)

B.2.2. Female control
We now give control of male phenotype to a female. To handle

this case correctly, control must be given to the female prior to
competition for mates, because it is the mate-competition stage
of the life cycle where the fitness effects of male phenotype are
first observed. We suppose that male phenotype is determined
just prior to mate competition. To make the biology underlying
the female-control model more straightforward, we posit a male
phenotypic response to the average (i.e. uniform random) female
genotype on the patch on which the male is to compete. For
example, a male may respond to some average intermediary
female phenotype like colour, or receptivity.

A focal male that survives to compete for mates does so on its
natal patch with probability Km. In the DDM scenario a fraction Kf

of the females found on the focal patch are native, whereas in the
DMD scenario all females found on the focal patch are native. If
Gf̄→m denotes the CC between a focalmale, Y = m, and the average
female born on the focal patch, X = f̄ (equivalently, Gmf = Gfm),
then

DDM: ry =
KmKf Gf̄→m

Gf̄→f̄
=

KmKf Gfm

Gf	

= KmKf Rf̄→m, (B.8)
and

DMD: ry =
KmGf̄→m

Gf̄→f̄
=

KmGfm

Gf	
= KmRf̄→m. (B.9)

Consider the average mate competitor of the focal male. Given
that the focal male competes on its natal patch, both its phenotype
and the phenotype of its competitor will have been determined by
a female born on the focal patch with probability Kf in DDM, and
with probability one in DMD. It follows that
DDM: rza = Kf Rf̄→m, (B.10)
and
DMD: rza = Rf̄→m. (B.11)
Similarly, given that the focal male competes on its natal patch, all
males that inseminated the focal male’s mate will have had their
phenotype determined by a local female either with probability Kf
(DDM), or with probability one (DMD). It follows that

DDM: rzLb = Kf Rf̄→m,

DMD: rzLb = Rf̄→m.
(B.12)

When a focal male does not compete on its natal patch its
phenotype as well as those of all other males with whom it
competes will have been determined by a foreign female, thus
DDM or DMD: rzNLb

= 0. (B.13)

Consider a focal male that mated successfully on the focal
patch and whose mate (the focal female mate) also remained to
compete on the focal patch. In the DMD model, a competitor of
the focal female mate was native to the patch with probability Kf ,
in which case the phenotype of that competitor’s male mate was
determined by a local female with probability one. It follows that
DMD: rzLc = Kf Rf̄→m. (B.14)

Now we shift focus to a female recipient. In the DMD scenario
the phenotype of the average mate of the focal female is
determined by the genotype of a native female with probability
one. If Gf̄→f is the CC between the focal female and the average
female born on the same patch (equivalently, Gff , the CC between
two females chosen uniformly at random with replacement from
the same patch at the beginning of stage (i) of either the DDM of
DMDmodel), then

DMD: ρza =
Gf̄→f

Gf̄→f̄
=

Gff

Gf	
= Rf̄→f . (B.15)

Again in the DMD scenario, when a focal female competes on
its natal patch it competes against another native female with
probability Kf . It follows that

DMD: ρzLc
= Kf Rf̄→f . (B.16)

B.3. Relatedness for the inclusive-fitness model

B.3.1. Male control
In this section we fix attention on a male in the role of actor, and

we assume that it has control of its own phenotype. Following the
usage in themain text, wewill refer to thismale as the ‘focalmale’.
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Since ra denotes the relatedness between the focal male actor
and the individual with control of its phenotype, it is easy to see
that

DDM and DMD: ra = 1. (B.17)

In both the DDM and DMD scenarios, the focal male actor is related
to its average competitor for mates only when both focal male and
competitor are competing on their natal patch (probability K 2

m). If
Gm→m̄ is the CC between the focal male actor, X = m, and the
average male born on the focal patch, Y = m̄ (equivalently, Gmm),
then

DDM and DMD: r̄a =
K 2
mGm→m̄

Gm→m
=

K 2
mGmm

Gm	

= K 2
mRm→m̄. (B.18)

The focal male actor competes successfully on its natal patch
with probability Km. In the DDM scenario the focal male finds a
native female on its natal patchwith probabilityKf , and in theDMD
scenario the same probability is one. If Gm→f̄ is the CC between
the focal male actor, X = m, and the average female born on the
focal patch, Y = f̄ (equivalently, Gmf = Gfm), then the relatedness
between the focal male and any of its mates is either

DDM: rbf =
KmKf Gm→f̄

Gm→m
=

KmKf Gmf

Gm	

= KmKf Rm→f̄ , (B.19)

or

DMD: rbf =
KmGm→f̄

Gm→m
=

KmGmf

Gm	
= KmRm→f̄ . (B.20)

In the DDM scenario, the focal male is only related to the female
competitor of one of its own mates, when the focal male has
secured its mate on its natal patch (probability Km), and when the
competitor of the focal male’s mate has remained to compete on
its natal patch (probability Kf ). It follows that

DDM: r̄bf =
KmKf Gm→f̄

Gm→m
=

KmKf Gmf

Gm	

= KmKf Rm→f̄ . (B.21)

In theDMDscenario, in order to be related to the female competitor
of one of its own mates the focal must have secured the mate
on its natal patch (probability Km), and both the mate and its
competitor must have been born on the same patch as the focal
male (probability K 2

f ). It follows that

DMD: r̄bf =
KmK 2

f Gm→f̄

Gm→m
=

KmK 2
f Gmf

Gm	

= KmK 2
f Rm→f̄ . (B.22)

Consider the average (i.e. uniform random) male mated to a
female that has been inseminated by the focalmale actor. The focal
male is related to this average male either because the average
male is the focal male (probability 1/M), or because the average
male is not the focal male but was born on the same patch as the
focal male (probability K 2

m(M − 1)/M). It follows that

DDM and DMD: rbm =
1
M

+
M − 1
M

K 2
mRm→m̄. (B.23)

Consider a female inseminated by the focal male (i.e. the ‘focal
mate’). In the DDM scenario, the focalmale is related to the average
male that inseminated a female competitor of the focal mate
only when both the focal male and that average male have been
competing on their natal patch (probability K 2

m). It follows that

DDM: r̄bm = K 2
mRm→m̄. (B.24)

In the DMD scenario, the focal male is related to the average male
that inseminated a female competitor of the focal mate only when
both the focal male and that average male, and both the focal
mate and its competitor have been competing on their natal patch
(probability (KmKf )

2). Thus,

DMD: r̄bm = (KmKf )
2Rm→m̄. (B.25)

B.3.2. Female control
Now we give control to a female. Recall that, in order to help

make our calculations clear, we assume a female control, means
that the phenotype of amale actor is determined just prior tomate
competition by the average (i.e. uniform random) female on its
current patch.

Fix attention on a female (i.e., the ‘focal female with control’).
In the DDM model, each male phenotype determined by the focal
female is exhibited by amale that is related to the focal female only
when both are competing on the female’s natal patch (probability
KmKf ). The same can be said for the relationship between the focal
female average competitor of the male whose phenotype the focal
female determined. If Gf→m̄ is the CC between the focal female and
the average male born on the same patch (equivalently, Gfm =

Gmf ), then

DDM: ra = r̄a =
KmKf Gf→m̄

Gf→f
=

KmKf Gfm

Gf	

= KmKf Rf→m̄. (B.26)

In the DMD model, each male phenotype determined by the focal
female is exhibited by amale that is related to the focal female only
when the male competing on the female’s natal patch (probability
Km). Again, the same can be said for the relationship between the
focal female average competitor of the male whose phenotype the
focal female determined, thus

DMD: ra = r̄a = KmRf→m̄. (B.27)

Consider a female mate of the male whose phenotype was
determined by the focal female. In theDDMmodel, the focal female
and this female mate are related only when both are competing on
their natal patch (probability K 2

f ). In the DDM case, the focal female
is said female mate with probability one. If Gf→f̄ is the CC between
the focal female, X = f , and the average female born on the same
patch, Y = f̄ (equivalently, Gff ), then

DDM: rbf =
K 2
f Gf→f̄

Gf→f
=

K 2
f Gff

Gf	
= K 2

f Rf→f̄ , (B.28)

and

DMD: rbf = Rf→f̄ . (B.29)

Consider a female mate of the male whose phenotype was
determined by the focal female, and consider a competitor of said
femalemate. In the DDMmodel the focal female is as related to the
female mate as it is to that female mate’s competitor, so rbf = r̄bf
in that case. In the DMDmodel the focal female is as related to the
female mate as it is to that female mate’s competitor, only when
the mate and its competitor compete against one another on their
natal patch (probability K 2

f ). For both models, then,

DDM and DMD: r̄bf = K 2
f Rf→f̄ . (B.30)

Because male phenotype is determined just prior to mate-
competition, there is no distinction between a male whose
phenotype is determined by the focal female and a male who
competes successfully on the same patch as a male whose
phenotype is determined by the focal female. Thus r̄bm = ra, and so
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Table B.3
Comparison between relatedness terms found in the direct-fitness models of Appendix A and the inclusive-fitness model in the main text (Eq. (7)).

Marginal fitness Relatedness terms from model Male control Female control

Direct fitness, DDM
w′
m(z)

wm(z) ry − Kmrza 1 − K 2
mRm̄→m KmKf Rf̄→m − KmKf Rf̄→m = 0

w′
f (z)

wf (z)
KmrzLb + (1 − Km)rzNLb

− Kmrza
1
M +

M−1
M K 2

mRm̄→m − K 2
mRm̄→m KmKf Rf̄→m − KmKf Rf̄→m = 0

1
z ry − KmrzLb − (1 − Km)rzNLb

1 −
1
M −

M−1
M K 2

mRm̄→m KmKf Rf̄→m − KmKf Rf̄→m = 0

Direct fitness, DMD
w′
m(z)

wm(z) ry − Kmrza 1 − K 2
mRm̄→m KmRf̄→m − KmRf̄→m = 0

w′
f (z)

wf (z)
Km(rzLb − Kf rzLc ) + (1 − Km)rzNLb

1
M +

M−1
M K 2

mRm̄→m − (KmKf )
2Rm̄→m KmRf̄→m + KmK 2

f Rf̄→m
1
z ry − KmrzLb − (1 − Km)rzNLb

1 −
1
M −

M−1
M K 2

mRm̄→m KmRf̄→m − KmRf̄→m = 0

(1 + h)
w′
f (z)

wf (z)
ρza − Kf ρzLc

KmRm̄→f − KmK 2
f Rm̄→f Rf̄→f − K 2

f Rf̄→f

Inclusive fitness, DDM
ka(z) ra − r̄a 1 − K 2

mRm→m̄ KmKf Rf→m̄ − KmKf Rf→m̄ = 0
kb(z) rbm − r̄bm 1

M +
M−1
M K 2

mRm→m̄ − K 2
mRm→m̄ KmKf Rf→m̄ − KmKf Rf→m̄ = 0

kc(z) ra − rbm 1 −
1
M −

M−1
M K 2

mRm→m̄ KmKf Rf→m̄ − KmKf Rf→m̄ = 0
(1 + h)kb(z) rbf − r̄bf KmKf Rm→f̄ − KmKf Rm→f̄ = 0 K 2

f Rf→f̄ − K 2
f Rf→f̄ = 0

Inclusive fitness, DMD
ka(z) ra − r̄a 1 − K 2

mRm→m̄ KmRf→m̄ − KmRf→m̄ = 0
kb(z) rbm − r̄bm 1

M +
M−1
M K 2

mRm→m̄ − (KmKf )
2Rm→m̄ KmRf→m̄ + KmK 2

f Rf→m̄

kc(z) ra − rbm 1 −
1
M −

M−1
M K 2

mRm→m̄ KmRf→m̄ − KmRf→m̄ = 0
(1 + h)kb(z) rbf − r̄bf KmRm→f̄ − KmK 2

f Rm→f̄ Rf→f̄ − K 2
f Rf→f̄

DDM: rbm = KmKf Rf→m̄, (B.31)

and

DMD: rbm = KmRf→m̄. (B.32)

In the DDM model a focal female is related to a male mate of a fe-
male competitor only when the focal female, itself, and the male
mate are competing (or have competed) on their natal patch (prob-
ability KmKf ), thus

DDM: r̄bm = KmKf Rf→m̄. (B.33)

In the DMD model a focal female is related to a male mate of a fe-
male competitor only when the focal female, the male mate, and
the female competitor are competing (or have competed) on their
natal patch (probability KmK 2

f ), thus

DDM: r̄bm = KmK 2
f Rf→m̄. (B.34)

B.3.3. Comparison between direct- and inclusive-fitness results
Table B.3 summarizes the marginal fitness terms and the

associated relatedness terms found in the direct-fitness models
(Eqs. (A.33) and (A.34)) as well as those found in the inclusive
fitness model (Eq. (7) main text). As we have noted above,

Rm→m̄ =
Gmm

Gm	
= Rm̄→m,

Rf→f̄ =
Gff

Gf	
= Rf̄→f ,

Rf→m̄ =
Gfm

Gf	
=

Gmf

Gf	
= Rf̄→m,

Rm→f̄ =
Gmf

Gm	
=

Gfm

Gm	
= Rm̄→f ,


(B.35)

and so the information in Table B.3 shows that the direct-fitness
and inclusive-fitness models agree.

B.4. Calculation of CCs

The calculation of CCs used in this paper have appeared
elsewhere (Wild and Taylor, 2004, 2005; Pen, 2006;Wild andWest,
2009), but we present them again for the reader’s convenience.

B.4.1. Diploidy
Let G = Gij be the CC between two offspring born on the same

patch. At equilibrium, G must satisfy,

G =
1
N

(CC between individuals with same mother)

+
N − 1
N

(CC between individuals with

different mothers)G. (B.36)

Conditioning on the parents from which the uniform random
alleles chosen have originated we determine the CC between
individuals with the same mother in the DDM scenario to be

DDM:
1
4


1 + KmKf G

2


+

1
2
(KmKf G)

+
1
4


1
M

1 + KmKf G

2
+

M − 1
M

K 2
mG


. (B.37)

For DMD the CC between individuals with the same mother is

DMD:
1
4


1 + KmG

2


+

1
2
(KmG)

+
1
4


1
M

1 + KmG

2
+

M − 1
M

K 2
mG


. (B.38)

Again conditioning on the parents from which the uniform
random alleles have originated we determine the CC between
individuals different mothers to be

DDM:
1
4
K 2
f G +

1
2
KmKf G + K 2

mG =
1
4

G(Kf + Km)2, (B.39)

and

DMD:
1
4
K 2
f G +

1
2
KmK 2

f G + (Kf Km)2G =
1
4

GK 2
f (1 + Km)2. (B.40)

For any sex i, Gi	 = (1 + KmKf G)/2 for DDM and Gi	 =

(1 + KmG)/2 for DMD. Thus, substituting either Eqs. (B.37) and
(B.39), or (B.38) and (B.40) into (B.36) and solving for G gives us
all building blocks necessary to formulate an expressions for the
coefficients Ri→j̄ or Rī→j introduced above.
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B.4.2. Haplodiploidy
To calculated CCs in a haplodiploid system we introduce Hij =

Hji the CC between a uniform random sex-i individual (or its
genetic contribution to offspring, e.g. egg, sperm) and a uniform
random sex-j individual (or its genetic contribution to offspring)
chosen from among the N sites in a given patch.

Another simple conditioning argument shows that, at equilib-
rium, the CCs for the DDMmodel must satisfy

DDM:



Hff =
1
N


1 + KmKf (Hff + Hfm)/2

2


+

N − 1
N

K 2
f


1
4

Hff +
1
2

Hfm +
1
4

Hmm


Hfm = KmKf


1
2

Hff +
1
2

Hfm


Hff =

1
NM

+
NM − 1
NM

K 2
mHff


, (B.41)

and the CCs for the DMDmodel must satisfy

DMD:



Hff =
1
N


1 + Km(Hff + Hfm)/2

2


+

N − 1
N

K 2
f


1
4

Hff +
1
2

Hfm +
1
4

Hmm


Hfm =


1
N
Km +

N − 1
N

KmK 2
f


×


1
2

Hff +
1
2

Hfm


Hff =

1
N

1
M

+
1
N

M − 1
M

K 2
mHff

+
N − 1
N

(KmKf )
2Hff



. (B.42)

Solutions to systems (B.41) or (B.42) are substituted into the
following formulae for the CC between individuals born on the
same patch:

Gff =
1
4

Hff +
1
2

Hfm +
1
4

Hmm

Gfm =
1
2

Hff +
1
2

Hfm

Gmm = Hff

 . (B.43)

The CCs in line (B.43) can now be used along with Gm	 = 1,
Gf	 = (1 + KmKf Gfm)/2 (DDM), and Gf	 = (1 + KmGfm)/2 (DMD)
to construct the relatedness coefficients introduced above.

Appendix C. Description of simulations

In this appendix we provide a brief description of the simula-
tions used to generate results presented in the main text. We also
provide Matlab scripts that can be used to generate results like
those in Figs. 5 and 6 (files DMDSim.m and DDMSim.m, attached).
We do not claim that the scripts provided are written in the most
efficient way.

In our simulation of the DMD and DDM life histories, a
population of the offspring produced by every inseminated female
in each of P groups (i.e. P patches) is randomly initialized, and the
first of T simulated generations is begun.

At the beginning of each simulated generation the phenotypes
of male offspring are determined. When the male perspective is
adopted (male control), phenotypes are determined by the males
owngenotype. By contrast,when the female perspective is adopted
(female control), amales phenotype is determined by the genotype
of its average potential mate, conditioned on the event that the
male itself survives to compete for mates.

Once individual phenotypes have been determined male–male
competition occurs for the M mating opportunities offered by
each female offspring found in the population. As indicated in the
main text, we simulate mate competition in a hierarchical fashion
by first allowing among-group competition for mates to occur.
During the among-group competitive stage, we award a mating to
a male from the local group with probability Km; with probability
1 − Km the winner is chosen from any patch in the population
by conducting a loaded raffle with patch-average wm acting as
weights. Once the winning group has been established, within-
group competition to occur among its members, and the exact
winner is determined by a loaded rafflewith individuals’wm acting
as weights.

Female–female competition for reproductive resources (here,
breeding sites) also occurs in a hierarchical fashion similar to that
described above. Once a winning female has been determined,
sperm competition occurs among its male partners; once all
winning females have been determined the genotypes of the new
cohort of offspring are mutated, and a new generation is begun.

The key difference between the DMD and DDM simulations,
of course, has to do with the timing of female dispersal. Unlike
our DMD computer model, our DDM model redistributes females
prior to male–male competition for mates by mixing up simulated
broods of offspring in a randommanner.

Appendix D. Supplementary data

Supplementary material related to this article can be found
online at doi:10.1016/j.tpb.2011.09.002.
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